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ABSTRACT
Pardeshi, Irsha A. MSE, Purdue University, May 2013. Flow and Heat Transfer in
an L-Shaped Cooling Passage with Ribs and Pin Fins for the Trailing Edge of a
Gas-Turbine Vane and Blade. Major Professor: Tom I-P. Shih.
Efficient and effective cooling of the trailing edges of gas-turbine vanes and blades
is challenging because there is very little space to work with. In this study, CFD
simulations based on steady RANS closed by the shear-stress transport turbulence
model were performed to study the flow and heat transfer in an L-shaped duct for
the trailing edge under two operating conditions. One operating condition, referred
to as the laboratory condition, where experimental measurements were made, has a
Reynolds number at the duct inlet of ReD = 15,000, coolant inlet temperature of
Tinlet = 300 K, wall temperature of Twall = 335 K, a back pressure of Pb = 1 atm.
When rotating, the angular speed was Ω = 1,000 rpm. The other condition, referred
to as the engine-relevant condition, has ReD = 150,000 at the duct inlet, Tinlet = 673
K, Twall = 1,173 K, and Pb = 25 atm. When rotating, Ω was 3,600 rpm.
The objective is to understand the nature of the flow and heat transfer in an
L-shaped cooling passage for the trailing edge that has a combination of ribs and
pin fins under rotating and non-rotating conditions with focus on how pin fins and
ribs distribute the flow throughout the passage and to understand what features of
the flow and heat transfer can or cannot be extrapolated from the laboratory to the
engine-relevant operating conditions.
xv
When there is no rotation, results obtained show that for both operating conditions,
the pin fins minimized the size of the separation bubble when the flow exitsthe inlet
duct into the expanded portion of the L-shaped duct. The size of the separation
bubble at the tip of the L-shaped duct created by the adverse pressure gradient is quite
large for the laboratory condition and relatively small for the engine condition. Each
rib was found to create two sets of recirculating flows, one just upstream of the rib
because of the adverse pressure gradient induced by the rib and one just downstream
of the rib because of flow separation from a sharp edge. These recirculating flows
spiral from the ribs towards the exit of the L-shaped duct, and the spiraling brings
cool fluid from the middle of the passage to the walls. Each pin fin was found to induce
a pair of counter-rotating separated regions behind it and has horse-shoe vortices that
wrap around it next to the top and bottom walls. The heat transfer is highest just
upstream of the each rib, around the pin fins, and when the cooling fluid impinges
on walls, and very low in the separated region next to the tip.
When there is rotation, Coriolis force creates a pair of counter-rotating vortices
that bring the cooler fluid to the trailing wall in the inlet duct. Thus, the trailing wall
has higher heat transfer than the leading wall. In the inlet duct, centrifugal buoyancy
causes a massive flow separation on the leading wall. In the expanded portion of the
L-shaped duct, the centrifugal-buoyancy-induced separation on the leading wall is
limited to the region with the ribs, and the separation degenerates into a series of
smaller spiraling separation bubbles, one between every set of consecutive ribs. On
the leading and trailing walls, the ribs and the pin fins induce the same kind of flows
as they did under non-rotating conditions.
Because of centrifugal-buoyancy-induced flow separation on the leading face,
the heat transfer on the leading wall is 10-15% lower than that on the trailing wall,
which is not significant. The adverse effects of centrifugal buoyancy were mitigated
xvi
because the separation bubbles between the ribs are spiraling from the side wall to the
trailing-edge exit and are constantly supplied by new coolant. The heat transfer on
the side and back walls is higher near the trailing wall because centrifugal buoyancy
directed most of the coolant flow towards the trailing wall. The size of the separation
bubble at the tip of the L-shaped duct essentially disappeared when there is rotation
for both the lab and engine-relevant conditions.
11 INTRODUCTION
1.1 Background
Cooling of gas turbines is very critical. This is because to achieve higher efficiency,
the temperature of the gas entering the turbine component is extremely high up to
2,000 ◦C for aircraft and 1,500 ◦C for electric power generation. These temperatures
are higher than the melting point of the best Nickel-based super alloys used to make
the gas turbines. Thus, cooling is needed to ensure that the maximum temperature in
the material does not exceed the allowable values. The allowable values is determined
by the desired service life, which in turn depends on the acceptable creep.
As shown in Figure 1, creep strain rate increases with temperature and stress.
It can also be seen that if the maximum stress is about 100 MPa and the maximum
creep can only be a few millimeters in 1,000 hours, then the super alloy cannot exceed
about 1,000 ◦C.
When cooling the turbine airfoil, the trailing edge is one of the most difficult
regions to cool because of the limited amount of volume to work with. In order to
achieve high heat-transfer rate and still enable the trailing edge to keep its shape,
horse-shoe and circular pin fins are used in addition to ribs, where the pin fins not
only enhance heat transfer but also provide structural support. The internal cooling
passage embedded inside the trailing edge typically has an L shape. It consists of an
‘inlet duct’ that forms one leg of the L-shaped duct and this inlet duct expands into
a ‘wider channel’ which forms the second leg of the L-shaped duct. Basically, the
coolant enters this L-shaped duct from the root of the blade.
2Figure 1. Behaviour of nickel based superalloys14
Once entering, the L-shape of the duct turns the flow towards the trailing
edge.The goal in the design of L-shaped cooling passages is threefold. The first is to
turn the radial flow towards the axial direction. The second is to distribute the flow
in the axial part that is over the trailing edge as uniformly as possible so that all
parts of the trailing edge will be cooled equally well. The third is to enhance surface
heat transfer with the desired pressure drop. These are accomplished by judiciously
placing pin fins and ribs.
1.2 Previous work on Trailing Edge
Many researchers have worked on the cooling of the trailing edge of a gas-turbine
vanes and blade. However, most investigators only study the flow and heat transfer
after the flow has entered the trailing edge region (i.e., they only study one straight
part of the L-shaped duct).
3Figure 2. Trailing Edge Geometries investigated by Hwang and Lui6
Hwang and Lui6 in 2002, did an experimental analysis to measure the endwall
heat transfer and pressure drop in the wedge shaped duct with pin fins. The analy-
sis was performed for Reynolds number ranging from 10,000 to 50,000, straight and
90-deg turned outlet flow orientations, and staggered and in-line pin configurations.
Figure 2 shows the schematic of the geometries they investigated. Experimental re-
sults suggested that the straight wedge duct with a staggered pin array had substantial
endwall heat transfer and moderate loss due to pressure drop.However, the 90-deg
turned wedge duct with a staggered pin array caused significant amount of loss due
to pressure drop and increased severe hot spots. Therefore, it was concluded that the
straight wedge duct with staggered pin array was more useful than the 90-deg turned
wedge duct with staggered pin array.
Cunha and Chyu1 in 2006, developed a quasi 1-D model to investigate the
effect of four different trailing-edge configurations on cooling effectiveness. Figure 3
shows the schematic of the configurations investigated. One configuration has no
internal cooling; one has a centerline slot for convective cooling; another has cooling
holes; and last has a cut-back trailing edge with slots.
4Figure 3. Trailing Edge Configurations investigated by Cunha and Chyu1
For the cut-back configuration, the heat transfer in the channel is enhanced
by an array of pin fins and oblong-shaped pedestals. Their model showed the cut-
back configuration to be the best. They performed an experimental study on the
cut-back configuration and used transient-liquid crystal imaging technique to take
the measurements. Their study showed that heat transfer is significantly increased
due to the pedestals used in this design, than that in the thermally developed smooth
channel.
Liu et.al.,7 in 2008, conducted an experimental study (Figure 4 and Figure
5) to measure heat transfer in a rotating cooling channel with slot ejection at inlet
Reynolds number ranging from 10000 to 40000, inlet Rotation number varying from 0
to 1 and rotational speed ranging from 0 to 500 rpm. Their study showed that due to
slot ejection, narrow side of the channel had high heat transfer and wider side had low
heat transfer. They also concluded that the rotation effects with slot ejection could be
quantitatively analyzed with respect to Rotation number and buoyancy parameter.
Figure 4. Trailing Edge Geometry investigated by Liu4
5Figure 5. Rib configurations investigated by Liu4
Relatively few have studied the flow and heat transfer in the entire L-shaped
duct. Shih et al.,2 in 2007, investigated the effect of pin fins in a L-shaped duct with
sand particles. They carried out the CFD simulations for both rotating and non-
rotating conditions. Additionally they performed a parametric study by carrying out
simulations for different rotational speeds (0, 10,000, and 20,000 rpm) and different
orientation angles relative to the axis of rotation (0 and 65◦). They observed that
pin fins indeed improve the surface heat transfer due to due the horse-shoe vortices.
Rotation showed decrease in surface heat transfer as it resulted in high temperature
and pressure in radial direction.
Bianchini et al.,3 in 2010, studied the effect of circular pin fins in the trailing
edge of a gas turbine blade. Figure 6 shows the setups he investigated. They studied
two setups: One with pin fins staggered in seven rows and second with pin fins ar-
ranged in a pentagonal fashion. Both CFD and experimental study was implemented
using real engine conditions of Reynolds number = 18000 and Mach number = 0.3.
They concluded that the pentagonal setup of pin fins exhibited uneven heat transfer.
The staggered pin fin setup demonstrated spanwise increase in heat transfer while
the pentagonal setup could not do the same.
6Figure 6. Setups investigated by Bianchini and co-workers3
Armellini et.al.,8 in 2011, carried out experimental study for the internal cool-
ing channel in a gas turbine blade under stationary and rotating conditions. It had
a trapezoidal cross-section and a wedge shaped trailing edge with seven elongated
pedestals. They studied engine-relevant conditions using both Reynolds number of
20,000 and Rotation number of 0 and 0.23. They observed that while rotating, sec-
ondary Coriolis vortices did not exist due to progressive flow towards the trailing edge
exit. Rotation number of 0.23 increased the inviscid flow effects which decided the
flow distribution towards the leading edge. Separation regions around the pedestals
reduced in size at the trailing edge outlet because of the flow distortion in the center
of the channel.
Andrei et al.,5 in 2012, studied the effect of rotation on the heat transfer in a
trailing edge. Figure 7 shows the schematic of the geometry they investigated.
7Figure 7. Trailing Edge Geometry investigated by Andrei and co-workers5
The trailing edge configuration they studied was a wedge shaped duct with a
row of pedestals. They investigated both rotating and non-rotating cases for Reynolds
number of 20000, two tip configurations (closed and open tip) and rotation numbers
(0 to 0.3). Along with computational study they also carried out experimental in-
vestigation and compared the same. They observed that increase in angular velocity
enhanced the average heat transfer near the hub, while, increase in the rotation num-
ber showed reduction in peak value of heat transfer co-efficient on pedestal leading
edges.
Recent studies and books also discuss about the internal cooling techniques for
the trailing edge. Han and Huh9 in their paper have discussed about the recent studies
taking place in the field of cooling of gas turbine blades for both trailing and leading
edge. They have provided a detailed explanation of the techniques used in cooling and
8also seconded it with heat transfer prediction. For trailing edge of the turbine blade
(which is the region of interest of this thesis), they have analysed rib turbulated duct
and effects of sharp 180deg, developing flow entrance and rotation. They concluded
that though many advancements have been made in the field of cooling of turbine
blades, more progress on rotational effects and associated buoyancy paramete needs
to take place. Also newer techniques such as micro-channel applications for trailing
edge, leading edge and blade tip should be developed.
Han et al.,10 in their book “Gas Turbine Heat Transfer and Cooling Technol-
ogy” have explained the theory behind the need of cooling of gas turbine blades and
various techniques that can be employed for cooling of both trailing and leading edge
of the turbine blades. They have discussed in detail, the effect of every technique
with respect to a parametric study and heat transfer estimate. They have also talked
about the rotational effects over the cooling of turbine blade. They have looked into
cooling not only through theoretical approach but also through numerical modeling.
This book proves to be a vital input for understanding the issue of need for turbine
cooling.
1.3 Objective
From Section 1.2, it is noted that though experimental investigators have studied heat
transfer in trailing-edge cooling configurations under both rotating and non-rotating
conditions, these studies were carried out with low Reynolds number, low tempera-
tures, low pressures, and low rotational speed (< 1000 rpm). Measurements obtained
under these laboratory conditions may not reflect what takes under engine-relevant
conditions. Though computational studies have been performed under engine-realistic
conditions, no studies have been performed for a given configuration under laboratory
and under engine-relevant conditions, where there is experimental data that can be
9used to validate the computational study. Thus, it is of interest to understand the
differences in the nature of the flow and heat transfer under lab condition to that un-
der engine condition. Also, it is of interest to understand which flow and heat transfer
features measured under lab conditions can or cannot be translated to engine-relevant
conditions.
Previous work also focused on pin fins and ribs but only from the perspective
of heat transfer enhancement in the trailing edge. They did not study the role of
pin fins and ribs in distributing the flow over the trailing edge. While studying the
trailing edge, turning of the radial flow coming from the inlet duct towards the axial
direction of the channel is critical. Pin fins and ribs direct the flow and help distribute
the flow as uniformly as possible over the trailing edge. They in turn determine the
heat transfer distribution over the walls.
Thus, the objective of this study is twofold. The first objective is to understand
the nature of the flow and heat transfer in an L-shaped cooling passage for the trailing
edge that has a combination of ribs and pin fins under rotating and non-rotating
conditions with focus on how pin fins and ribs distribute the flow throughout the
passage. The second objective is to understand what features of the flow and heat
transfer can or cannot be extrapolated from the laboratory to the engine-relevant




Figure 8 shows the L-shaped duct studied. It is made up of an inlet duct and a wedge-
shaped channel with circular pin fins, horse-shoe pin fins, and ribs mounted on its
walls. The coolant enters the L-shaped duct through the inlet duct in the Y direction,
turns when exiting the inlet duct and entering the wedge-shaped channel, and exits
the L-shaped duct through the wedge-shaped channel in the axial direction (X). The
inlet duct is L2 = 204 mm long and has a trapezoidal cross section characterized by
h1 = 24.2 mm, h2 = 17.3 mm, and w3 = 25 mm, which gives a cross-sectional area
518 mm2. The wedge-shaped channel is L1 = 204 mm long and has a trapezoidal
cross section characterized by h1 = 24.2 mm, h3 = 4.5 mm, and w = 77.4 mm.
Figure 8. Experimental model19
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In the wedge-shaped channel, there are ribs, circular pin fins, and horse-shoe
pin fins. Each rib is c = 30 mm long and has a rectangular cross section, a = 3.6
mm and b = 3 mm. These ribs are installed on the top and bottom walls of the
wedge-shaped channel in a staggered fashion. The circular pin fins have two different
diameters, d1 = 11.6 mm and d2 = 7.2 mm, and they extend from the top wall to
the bottom wall of the wedge shaped channel. The spacing between the centers of
neighboring pin fins in the radial direction is L4 = 24 mm. Their spacing in the axial
direction is w1− w2 = 13.5 mm. For rotating case, the distance from the inlet of the
L-shaped duct to the axis of rotation is L = 350 mm. Additional details about the
geometry is given in Figure 8.
Two sets of operating conditions were used. One operating condition, referred
to as the laboratory condition, has experimental data that can be used to validate this
study. The other condition, referred to as the engine-relevant condition, is intended to
understand what takes place under realistic engine conditions. Both rotating (1,000
rpm for lab conditions and 3,600 for engine conditions) and non-rotating cases were
analyzed. All walls are maintained at Twall (335K under lab conditions and 1,173K
under engine conditions). Coolant air enters the L-shaped duct in the normal direction
to the inlet at Tinlet (300 K for lab conditions and 673K for engine conditions). For
this L-shaped duct, the flow rate through the inlet duct is determined by the Reynolds
number based on the duct hydraulic diameterDh = 22.5 mm. To achieve the Reynolds
number of 15,000 for lab conditions and of 150,000 for engine conditions, the average
velocity of the coolant corresponding to the mass flow rate is set to Vinlet = 10.393
m/s for lab conditions and 16.39m/s for engine conditions. At the duct exit, Pb is
specified (1 atm at lab conditions and 25 atm for engine conditions when non-rotating
and adjusted for centrifugal forces when rotating). The cases studied are summarized
in the Table 1.
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Table 1. Summary of cases analysed
Figure 9. Computational model
Figure 9 shows the difference between experimental and computational models.
For the problem just described, the computational domain consists of the region
bounded by the inlet, outlet, and all walls, including the top, bottom, side, back, and
front walls as well as the walls of the pin fins and ribs. Because of the complexity
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of the problem, there is reverse flow at the inlet and the outlet. Since CFD analysis
cannot handle reverse flows at its inflow and outflow boundaries, a duct is appended
to the inlet, referred to as the leading duct, and a duct is appended to the exit,
referred as an extended duct. The leading duct has adiabatic walls and imposes no-
slip velocity on its walls. The extended duct has adiabatic and inviscid walls. These
two ducts, which extend the computational domain, allow the reverse flows at the
inlet and outlet to be simulated correctly and enable no reverse flow at the inflow and
outflow boundaries.
This problem was selected because of two reasons. First, it has a combina-
tion of pin fins and ribs embedded in the channel of the L-shaped duct to control
flow distribution. Second, experimental data for the lab condition is available for
validation.
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3 PROBLEM FORMULATION AND NUMERICAL
METHOD OF SOLUTION
For the problem described in the previous section, two sets of operating conditions
with and without rotation were used. For all conditions studied, the maximum Mach
number in the flow is less than 0.2. Thus, density variations due to velocity changes
are negligible. Also, rotation was found to have minimal effects on density changes
(much less than1%). However, the temperature difference between the walls and the
coolant is high. It is 54% for the engine condition and 11% for the lab condition.
This temperature difference is large enough to cause significant change in density of
the coolant. Thus, even though the Mach number (M) of the flow is low for both the
engine and the lab conditions and the effects of rotation are small, there is considerable
density variation in the flow due to the temperature differences. Therefore, this flow
is compressible.
In this study, the flow and heat transfer in the L-shaped duct is modelled
by the ensemble averaged continuity, momentum (full compressible Navier-Stokes),
and total energy equations for a thermally perfect gas with temperature-dependent
properties (Cp and k, µ = f(T ))
11 . Sutherland’s model is used to calculate viscosity.
These equations are cast in a reference frame that is fixed on the L-shaped duct. This
is so that when there is rotation, steady-state solution with respect to the rotating
duct is possible. When there is rotation, centripetal and Coriolis forces are added to
the ensemble-averaged equations.
On closing the ensemble-averaged equations, there are many turbulence models
such as k − ω, k − , and SST12 . In this study, the shear-stress transport (SST)
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turbulence model20 is used. The SST model was selected because it can be applied
to the low-Reynolds number region of the flow next to walls and can predict flow
separation with reasonable accuracy18 . In this study, wall function are not used.
There are a number of research and commercial codes that can be used to
generate solutions. In this study, ANSYS Fluent32 , version 13.0, is used to obtain
solutions to the governing equations.
The algorithm used is SIMPLE21 for non-rotating case and SIMPLEC22 for
rotating case. A density-based algorithm was not used because the Mach number
(M) is generally quite low so that convergence rate is low unless preconditioning is
used. The pressure-based SIMPLE21 and SIMPLEC22 algorithms converge relatively
quickly for low Mach number flows. The scheme used to represent all inviscid fluxes in
all equations is the second order upwind formula. All diffusion terms are represented
by second-order central difference formulas. Since only steady-state solutions are of
interest, iterations are continued until the normalized residual plataeaued. When it
plateaued, the residual is < 10−3 to 10−4 for continuity, < 10−6 to 10−8 for energy,




Verification is about solving the PDEs correctly. Accuracy of their solutions is mainly
based upon the grid quality. Grid quality decides the amount of error introduced due
to grid and the extent to which the flow physics could be resolved. Therefore in order
to check the grid quality, grid sensitivity study is carried out. It determines the grid
topology and the grid density to obtain grid independent solutions. In this study,
structured grid is used for the entire geometry. Wrap around grid is used for both pin
fins and ribs. However, two classes of grid have been studied for ribs: (1) Without
wrap around and (2) With wrap around. Figure 10 shows the grid structure used.
Figure 10. Grid structure used in CFD Analysis
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4.1.1 Grid Sensitivity: No wrap around grid for ribs
In this study we study three different meshes - Baseline, Mesh 1 and Mesh 2. Baseline
mesh is made up of 3,400,000 cells, Mesh 1 of 11,600,000 cells and Mesh 2 of 20,000,000
cells. They have been analysed for lab conditions. Figure 11 show the detailed mesh
plot.
Figure 11. Baseline mesh, Mesh 1 and Mesh 2 with no wrap around grid for ribs
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Figure 12. y+ for sidewall with no wrap around grid at non-rotating lab conditions
y+ has been checked for all the walls of the computational domain. All the
walls except the sidewall, yield y+< 1. Figure 12 highlights that without wrap around
grid for ribs on the sidewall, y+ is always > 1 at some locations. Though the y+
values decreases as the mesh is refined, it is still > 1. In order to eliminate the regions
with y+> 1, the grid for sidewall needs to be restructured with wrap-around grid for
ribs.
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4.1.2 Grid Sensitivity: Wrap around grid for ribs
This grid sensitivity study shows that the wrap around grid for ribs resolved the
problem of y+> 1 on the sidewall. In this study, all three meshes (Figure 13) are
analysed at engine conditions. Refinement of the grids is done depending upon the
results for every grid. Figure 14 to Figure 16 show the detailed y+ plots for the walls.
Baseline mesh yields y+< 1 for all walls except at two locations shown in Figure 14
and Figure 15. In order to get rid of those regions, baseline mesh is refined all over
the geometry, to obtain Mesh 1. Mesh 1 yields y+< 1 for all walls. However to check
for grid sensitivity, Mesh 1 is refined to obtain Mesh 2. But the refinement of Mesh
1 is done only in the region of ribs, reason being, most of the important flow flow
features are captured in that region.
Figure 13. Baseline mesh, Mesh 1 and Mesh 2 with wrap around grid for ribs
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Figure 14. y+ for Top wall (wrap around grid for ribs, non-rotating engine conditions)
Figure 15. y+ for Bottom wall (wrap around grid for ribs, non-rotating engine conditions)
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Figure 16. y+ for Sidewall (wrap around grid for ribs, non-rotating engine conditions)
In order to assess the three meshes, quantitative as well qualitative comparison
have been made. For quantifying the results of all the three meshes, the local heat
transfer co-efficient has been compared in Figure 17 and Figure 18 at the location
of cut plane = 33 mm. Further, total heat transfer rate for all the walls have also
been compared in Figure 19. We observe that Mesh 1 and Mesh 2 yield almost same
results quantitatively.
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Figure 17. Heat Transfer Coefficient (non-rotating engine conditions) - Top wall
Figure 18. Heat Transfer Coefficient (non-rotating engine conditions) - Bottom wall
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Figure 19. Total Heat Transfer Rate for all walls at non-rotating engine conditions
In addition, qualitatively, the streamline pattern, velocity magnitude, pressure
distribution and temperature distribution at the midplane have been compared for
all three meshes. Figure 20 to Figure 23 show the qualitative comparison of all three
meshes. We observe that results for Mesh 1 are almost same as those for Mesh 2.
Therefore the nature of flow and heat transfer for both non-rotating and rotating
conditions has been discussed for Mesh 1.
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Figure 20. Streamlines projected on midplane at non-rotating engine conditions
Figure 21. Velocity magnitude at midplane for non-rotating engine conditions
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Figure 22. Pressure distribution at midplane for non-rotating engine conditions
Figure 23. Temperature distribution at midplane for non-rotating engine conditions
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4.2 Validation
The usefulness of the SST turbulence model in predicting the flow and heat transfer is
assessed by comparing computed and experimentally measured average heat-transfer
coefficients at selected locations in the L-shaped duct. The experimental data were
generated at BUAA.19
The experimental setup19 is shown in Figure 24. Measurements for the average
heat transfer coefficient were made on sixteen copper plates on the top wall and sixteen
copper plates on the bottom wall. In the measurement, each copper plate had a heater
connected to it whose heat generation was controlled by a static DC regulated power
supply. The temperatures of all copper plates and the temperature of the gas were
measured by thermocouples. These measurements of temperature and electric current
flow were used to generate average heat-transfer coefficient.
Figure 24. Experimental test section19
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CFD calculations were perfomed in the following manner. For each plate with
experimental data, total heat transfer rate Q was computed not only for the plates but
also for the ribs and pin fins mounted on that plate. This is because, when the plates
are heated in the experimental setup, the heat is conducted to the associated ribs and
pin fins and finally convected to the surroundings. The calculation of average heat-
transfer coefficient was done by using Equation 4.113 where the total heat transfer




A(Twall − Tinlet) (4.1)
Figure 25 and Figure 26 show the computed and the measured average-heat-transfer
coefficients on the eight plates on the top and the bottom walls of the duct. From these
figures, it can be seen that the CFD simulation predicts heat transfer coefficient within
25-30% for the non-rotating condition and within 5-10% for the rotating condition
except for three plates, two near the inlet and one near the tip of the wedge-shaped
part of the L-duct.
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Figure 25. Computed and experimentally measured ‘h’ for non-rotating lab conditions
Figure 26. Computed and experimentally measured ‘h’ for rotating lab conditions
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4.3 Results for Non-rotating Condition
4.3.1 Nature of Flow
Figure 27 to Figure 33 show the nature of the flow for non-rotating condition. The
important flow features for the non-rotating condition are separation bubble at the tip
of the L-shaped duct, recirculating flows at ribs and formation of horse-shoe vortices
and wakes in the upstream and downstream of the pin fins respectively. For both
operating conditions, the pin fins minimized the size of the separation bubble when
the flow exits the inlet duct into the expanded portion of the L-shaped duct (Figure
27).
Figure 27. Streamlines projected on midplane - lab and engine non-rotating conditions
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Therefore the separation bubble is confined only in the region of ribs. The
size of the separation bubble at the tip of the L-shaped duct created by the adverse
pressure gradient is quite large for the laboratory condition and relatively small for
the engine condition. There is a small separation observed for both lab and engine
conditions, at the exit of inlet duct and entrance of the wedge-shaped channel, due
to sharp turning of the flow.
In Figure 28, the three-dimensional view of spiraling flows around the ribs is
shown at the top and at the bottom two-dimensional view of entire set of eight ribs,
each on top and bottom wall is shown for both lab and engine conditions. When the
coolant impinges on the ribs, each rib creates two sets of recirculating flows ‘1’ and
‘2’ (Figure 28). One is just upstream of the rib referred to as ‘1’ in Figure 28. It is
created because of the adverse pressure gradient induced by the rib. Other is just
downstream of the rib referred to as ‘2’ in Figure 28. It is created because of flow
separation at the sharp edge of the ribs. The recirculating flows spiral from the side
wall towards the exit of the L-shaped duct. This spiraling brings cool fluid from the
middle of passage to the walls. Sometimes, streamlines flowing over the rib may not
form pattern‘2’ downstream at that rib and pattern ‘1’ upstream of the succeeding
rib. Instead, a streamline pattern ‘3’ is observed where a large recirculating flow is
formed between the preceding and the succeeding ribs which later sprials towards the
trailing edge exit.
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Figure 28. Vortex structure at the ribs for lab (L) and engine (E) condtions
Figure 29 also shows the flow pattern of streamlines from each band at the
inlet plane (band is a part of inlet plane and 1mm in height). The streamlines from
the band closest to the wall (0 to 1 mm) and the band adjacent to it (1 to 2 mm)
form the recirculating flows at the ribs. The streamlines from band 3 (2 to 3 mm)
from the wall begin contributing to the formation of separation bubble at the tip of
the L-shaped duct.
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Figure 29. Recirculating flows around the ribs - lab and engine non-rotating conditions
When the coolant impinges on the pin fins, each pin fin induces a pair of
counter-rotating separated regions referred to as wakes behind it and has horse-shoe
vortices that wrap around it next to the top and bottom walls (Figure 30). These
horse-shoe vortices bring the cooler fluid from the middle of the passage to the walls.
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Figure 30. Flow features around a pin fin for non-rotating condition
Figure 31 to Figure 33 show the qualitative features of the flow inside wedge-
shaped channel, at midplane. The separation bubble at the tip of the L-shaped duct
has an effect over the velocity magnitude and the temperature distribution inside
the duct. The flow keeps on recirculating in the region of the separation bubble
and therefore the velocity magnitude in that region is minimum. The new coolant
does not reach that region because of the recirculation of the old coolant, hence the
temperature of the wedge-shaped channel is higher in that region.
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Figure 31. Velocity magnitude - midplane (lab and engine non-rotating conditions)
Figure 32. Pressure distribution - midplane (lab and engine non-rotating conditions)
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Figure 33. Temperature distribution - midplane (lab and engine non-rotating conditions)
4.3.2 Nature of Heat Transfer
Figure 34 and Figure 35 show the heat transfer distribution for both lab and en-
gine conditions. The recirculating flows upstream of the rib and horse-shoe vortices
upstream of the pin fins, facilitate the motion of the coolant towards the walls. There-
fore, on the top and bottom walls, heat transfer is highest just upstream of the each
rib and around the pin fins. On the side wall, it is highest where spiraling flow in-
duced by ribs bring cooler fluid to the wall. On the back wall, heat transfer is highest
when the cooling fluid impinges on it.
The staggered rib structure on top and bottom walls gives rise to an interesting
heat transfer distribution pattern on top and bottom walls. It is prominently seen for
lab condition and not for the engine condition as for the engine condition, Reynolds
number is so high. For the lab condition, if a pin fin is located just upstream of a
rib (all pins on the top wall), then heat transfer is high only on one side of the pin
fin because most of cooler fluid is constricted to flow on that side. However, if a
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pin fin is located just downstream of a rib (all pins on the bottom wall), then heat
transfer is high on both sides of the pin fin because the cooler fluid could readily flow
on both sides. For the lab condition, the heat transfer on the top wall just outside of
the separated region is high because the flow separation from the ribs brought cooler
fluid to the wall.
For the engine condition, heat transfer rate on the top and bottom surfaces do
not differ appreciably. In the separated region bounded by the side and back walls,
the heat transfer on the top and bottom walls are low even with the ribs because the
cooler fluid could not get into that region.
Figure 34. Heat transfer distribution at top and bottom walls (non-rotating)
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Figure 35. Heat transfer coefficient - side, front, back walls, pin fins and ribs (non-rotating)
Figure 36 shows that for both lab and engine conditions, the total heat transfer
rate is majorly contributed by top and bottom walls. Their contribution is followed
by the contribution by ribs and pin fins.
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Figure 36. Total heat transfer rate at all walls for non-rotating condition
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4.4 Results for Rotating Condition
4.4.1 Nature of Flow
Figure 37 to Figure 44 shows the nature of flow for rotating condition. When there is
rotation, inlet duct exhibits two important flow features (Figure 37). One is a pair of
counter-rotating vortices created due to Coriolis force that bring the cooler fluid to
the trailing wall in the inlet duct. Other is a massive flow separation on the leading
wall caused by centrifugal buoyancy.
Figure 37. Flow features in the inlet duct for lab conditions
Centrifugal buoyancy23 forms next to the leading wall because of two mech-
anisms. First is the fluid next to the leading wall is hottest and so has the lowest
density and lowest momentum. Second, the pressure gradient induced by the rota-
tion decelerates the flow throughout the duct. The fluid next to the wall with lowest
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momentum will separate first. In the expanded portion of the L-shaped duct, this
centrifugal-buoyancy-induced separation on the leading wall is limited to the region
with the ribs. It is one third of the channel height h1 for lab condition while one
half of the channel height h1 for engine condition. Figure 38 shows the corresponding
details.
Figure 38. Flow features at trailing and leading walls (lab (L) and engine (E) conditions)
This centrifugal-buoyancy-induced separation degenerates into a series of smaller
spiraling separation bubbles, one between every set of consecutive ribs (Figure 39).
Figure 39 also shows how the streamlines from each band (band is a part of inlet
plane and 1mm in height) behave. The streamlines from the band closest to the wall
(0 to 1 mm) and the band adjacent to it (1 to 2 mm) contribute towards the spiraling
of the flow at the tip of the L-shaped duct. The streamlines from band 3 (2 to 3 mm)
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Figure 39. Flow features around ribs for rotating lab and engine conditions
from the wall start the formation of centrifugal-buoyancy-induced flow separation.
On the leading and trailing walls, the ribs and the pin fins induce the same kind
of flows as they did under non-rotating conditions. Flow features observed upstream
and downstream of the pin fins are similar to those in non-rotating conditions (Figure
40).The size of the separation bubble at the tip of the L-shaped duct essentially
disappears when there is rotation for both the lab and engine-relevant conditions
(Figure 41).
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Figure 40. Flow features around a pin fin for rotating lab and engine conditions
Figure 41. Streamlines projected on midplane for rotating lab and engine conditions
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Figure 42 to Figure 44 shows the qualitative features of the flow. Velocity
magnitude, pressure distrbution and temperature distribution at midplane have been
compared for lab and engine conditions.
Figure 42. Velocity magnitude at midplane for rotating lab and engine conditions
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Figure 43. Pressure distribution at midplane for rotating lab and engine rotating
Figure 44. Temperature distribution at midplane for rotating lab and engine rotating
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4.4.2 Nature of Heat Transfer
Counter-rotating vortices and centrifugal-buoyancy-induced separation significantly
affect the heat transfer distribution in the L-shaped duct. The trailing wall has
higher heat transfer than the leading wall, as the coolant is brought to the trailing
wall by the counter-rotating vortices. Because of centrifugal-buoyancy-induced flow
separation on the leading face, the heat transfer on the leading wall is 10-15% lower
than that on the trailing wall, though it is not significant (Figure 45).
In an usual case of a smooth U duct or smooth L-shaped duct, the region where
the flow separated is due to centrifugal buoyancy, the coolant will keep on recirculating
and the new coolant can never enter that region. Thus, it forms a dead region,
significantly reducing the heat transfer on the leading wall. But in this L-shaped duct,
which has ribs on both leading and trailing walls, the centrifugal-buoyancy-induced
separated flow degenerate into small spiraling flows between the ribs. These spiraling
flows causes the coolant in the centrifugal buoyancy induced seperated bubble to
move to the trailing-edge exit and thus that coolant is now replaced by newly supplied
coolant. This results in comparatively increased heat transfer for leading wall as that
in smooth ducts. Thus, the adverse effects of centrifugal buoyancy are mitigated.
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Figure 45. Heat Transfer Coefficient on top and bottom walls (rotating)
The heat transfer on the side and back walls is higher near the trailing wall
because centrifugal buoyancy directs most of the coolant flow towards the trailing
wall (Figure 46). Figure 47 shows that total heat transfer rate is higher for trailing
wall (bottom wall) as compared to leading wall (top wall).
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Figure 46. Heat Transfer Coefficient on side, front, back walls, pin fins and ribs (rotating)
Figure 47. Total heat transfer rate at all walls for rotating conditions
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4.5 Comparison of Results for Rotating and Non-rotating
Conditions
4.5.1 Nature of Flow
A main difference in the flow pattern for non-rotating and rotating condition is the
presence of separation bubble at the tip of L-shaped duct in non-rotating condition
and disappearance of the same bubble in rotating condition. Figure 48 shows this
difference.
Figure 48. Streamlines projected on midplane (rotating and non-rotating lab condditions)
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Flow features like centrifugal buoyancy induced flow separation (Figure 49)
and counter-rotating vortices formed because of Coriolis force are associated with
rotation effects and can clearly not seen while non-rotating condition.
Figure 49. Streamline pattern at ribs for rotating and non-rotating lab conditions
These differences can be clearly seen from the qualitative features such as ve-
locity magnitude, pressure distribution and temperature distribution for both rotating
and non-rotating conditions in Figure 50 to Figure 52.
For non-rotating condition, lab and engine operating conditions significantly
different flow behaviour as discussed in the results section for the non-rotating con-
ditions. However, rotation shows very similar flow behaviour for both lab and engine
conditions.
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Therefore the results at lab condition could be extrapolated to engine relevant
condition for rotating but not for non-rotating condition.
Figure 50. Velocity magnitude for rotating and non-rotating lab conditions
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Figure 51. Pressure distribution for rotating and non-rotating lab conditions
Figure 52. Temperature distribution for rotating and non-rotating lab conditions
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4.5.2 Nature of Heat Transfer
Figure 53 to Figure 55 show the comparison of nature of heat transfer for rotating
and non-rotating conditions. The heat transfer distribution on top (leading) and
bottom (trailing) walls is significantly affected by rotation (Figure 53). As compared
to non-rotating condition, top (leading) wall shows less heat transfer while rotation
and bottom (trailing) wall shows more heat transfer while rotation. The sidewall
shows more heat tranfer in rotating condition than non-rotating condition because the
cetrifugal-buoyancy-induced flow separation, which dengenrates into spiraling flows
between the ribs, spirals and bring cooler fluid to the walls (Figure 54).
Figure 53. Heat Transfer Coefficient on top and bottom walls (lab conditions)
The graph for total heat transfer rate plotted for all walls at both rotating and
non-rotating lab conditions support the above obersvations (Figure 55).
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Figure 54. Heat Transfer Coefficient on side, front, back walls, pin fins and ribs (lab conditions)
Figure 55. Total heat transfer rate at all walls for lab conditions
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5 SUMMARY
Steady RANS simulations based on the SST turbulence model were performed to
understand the role of pin fins and ribs in turning the radial flow towards the axial
direction of the trailing edge exit and distributing the flow as uniformly as possible
over the trailing edge. These simulations were also performed to understand what
features of the flow and heat transfer could or could not be extrapolated from the
laboratory to the engine-relevant conditions.
When there was no rotation, pin fins minimized the size of the separation
bubble formed at the tip of the L-shaped duct. Size of the separation bubble formed
at the tip of L-shaped duct was large in size for the lab condition and small in size
for the engine condition. It reduced the heat transfer on both top and bottom walls
in the region of separation bubble. Ribs and pin fins also increased the heat transfer
distribution on top and bottom walls, because of the recirculating flows formed at
upstream of ribs and horse-shoe vortices formed at upstream of pin fins.
When there was rotation, two important features were observed. One was
the formation of counter-rotating vortices formed in the inlet duct near the trailing
wall due to Coriolis forces which brought the cooler fluid to the trailing wall, thus
increasing the heat transfer at trailing wall. Other was the formation of centrifugal
buoyancy near the leading wall which caused the heat transfer distribution on the
leading wall to be reduced by 10-15 % as that of trailing wall.
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Ribs limited the extent of the centrifugal-buoyancy induced separated flow.
Ribs also played a significant role in mitigating the adverse effects of centrifugal buoy-
ancy. They degenerated the centrifugal-induced separated flow into small spiralling
flows which moved towards the exit of the trailing edge.
Non-rotating cases operating under laboratory and engine-relevant conditions
showed a significant difference in the flow pattern, its distribution over the trailing
edge and the resulting heat transfer distribution on the walls. However, rotating
cases operating under laboratory and engine-relevant conditions showed very similar
flow and heat transfer distribution over the trailing edge. Thus, the flow and heat
transfer mechanisms obtained under laboratory conditions could be extrapolated to
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